Kentucky Citizens, Students and Alumni of Western Teachers College Respond
Splendidly to Kentucky Building Plans

The launching of this Movement Struck a Resonant Chord in the Hearts and Lives of All Public-Supported Institutions

Rounding Corner and Western County Show A Real Affluence

The College Heights Foundation has been quick to respond to the Western Teachers College\'s solicitation for contributions to the \'Building Fund\' of its new school. The Foundation Board of Directors has already raised a substantial sum for the purpose. The Board is now petitioning the entire Western Teachers College community to assist in the解决 of this problem with every penny.</p>

WINTER CAR OF DEBATE IN COLLISION

Occupants of Car Escape Serious Injury; Fink Receives Cut

By Editor Charles T., JYlc, Jr.

The report of the collision that took place early yesterday morning was confirmed by the Western Teachers College Hospital this morning. The accident occurred at the intersection of State Street and College Avenue, near the entrance to the College grounds. A man was killed and another was severely injured. The man was identified as Mr. John Smith, a well-known and respected citizen of the city. The other victim, who is still in the hospital, is identified as Mr. Robert Johnson. He is expected to recover. The cause of the accident is still under investigation by the police department. The campus is now on a state of alert due to the recent incident. The police have cordoned off the area where the accident occurred and are interviewing witnesses to the incident. The campus has been put on high alert due to the recent event. The police have cordoned off the area where the accident occurred and are interviewing witnesses to the incident. The campus has been put on high alert due to the recent event.
NEW PROPOSED KENTUCKY BUILDING

FOR CHAPEL CALENDAR

MRS. LOWE'S FATHER IS VICTIM OF GUN ACCIDENT MAR. 20

WELCOME TO THE

Returning Students!

You Can Count on the Same Courteous Treatment You Received Last Year

Bowling Green Book Store

AMERICAN DRY CLEANERS
Have Your Clothes Cleaned and Pressed

1032 College St. Phone 904

CHAPEL CALENDAR

WHY THE CAMPAIGN SHOULD SUCCEED

Because-It is in the interest of a noble cause devoted to advance the present condition and to help young men and women whose virtues, ambition, and purpose are gaining them notice and recognition, and whose lot is to work and to struggle, being surrounded by difficulties and obstacles of many kinds and shapes. They have the same ideals in life as those do who have the best in life, but they are accomplishing their ideals under conditions that are more trying and trying of success than any others, therefore the campaign should successfully succeed.

BECAUSE-The Institution needs the Kentucky Building for elevation and development, and the construction of the same would be a benefit to all students.

BECAUSE-The Foundation helps the student to take the place of the Superior in the educational system of the University. It is provided for the benefit of the student, and to the extent that it is used for this purpose, it is free from taxation. It is, therefore, necessary that it be used for the purpose intended.

BECAUSE-It is provided for the benefit of the student, and is free from taxation. It is, therefore, necessary that it be used for the purpose intended.

Edward Hinton, an M. O. W. and Bowling Green Trust Co.

Owens Apartments

TWO BOWLING GREEN Firms Are Sponsoring the Tournament

Bowling Green Book Store

W. O. W. GROUP WELCOMED

CHAPEL HOUR

President Wells of Murray Normal\n
Responds To Greetings

CONVENTION IN THE CITY

Place was made available to the members of the W. O. W. by Mr. Bishop, the president of Murray Normal, who, with the members of the group, dedicated the chapel hour to the memory of the late President Wells.

Music Department

The Music Department of Owens is in a high state of development, and will be a great help to the University. It is provided for the benefit of the student, and is free from taxation. It is, therefore, necessary that it be used for the purpose intended.
Cherry Country Life Club Holds Meet March 20

Miss Edith Z. Umsted, of Sharonville, was voted chairman of the program committee for the Cherry Country Life Club which held its regular meeting March 10 at the home of Miss Zuida P. Parmalee in Cincinnati. The program was presented by Miss Martha H. Williams of Bethel Village, and was sponsored by the Women's American Home Missionary Society. The ladies assembled at the home of Miss Parmalee at 8:30 p.m. and were welcomed by Mrs. Ada E. Williams, president, who entertained the ladies with a delicious tea. At the close of the tea, Miss Williams presented the program.

The program consisted of a three part presentation. Miss Umsted introduced the first part of the program, and the discussion was on "The Family Budget," a talk that was both informative and practical. The second part of the program was conducted by Miss Edith H. Strong, of Cincinnati, and was a presentation on "Planning for the Future." Miss Strong discussed the importance of planning for the future, and gave practical tips on how to carry out this planning. The third part of the program was conducted by Miss Edith S. Balentine, of Cincinnati, and was a presentation on "The Importance of Education." Miss Balentine discussed the importance of education, and gave practical tips on how to plan for education.

The meeting adjourned at 10:00 p.m., and the ladies enjoyed a delicious refreshment hour. The club adjourned at 10:30 p.m., and the ladies enjoyed a delicious refreshment hour. The club adjourned at 10:30 p.m., and the ladies enjoyed a delicious refreshment hour.

SPECIAL APPEARANCE

Special after-Easter sale of Exquisitely new coats, ensemble, and coat suits

Here you can find just the right shade always at a minimum advance list prices, because the price range of $2.95 to $4.95 suffices for many pieces.

$5.00 cut to $2.95
$10.00 cut to $7.95
$15.00 cut to $12.50
$20.00 cut to $17.95
$25.00 cut to $22.95
$30.00 cut to $27.95
$35.00 cut to $32.95
$40.00 cut to $37.95

Misses Coat Stilts 11, 12, 14, $9.95 to $14.95

Spring Hats
For the Marion and Miss Depli-...
The Kentucky Building

Kentuckiana at this time knew the meaning, purpose, and future of the Col. Edllcal and Academic Association - a movement that started in the minds of students, led by a few dedicated faculty members, and culminated in the founding of the Kentucky College.

It was a patriotic endeavor that merited the attention of every citizen in the Commonwealth. The purpose was to raise funds to provide service and whose dividends of more life go to the people.

The building was well designed and constructed, with a central tower and wings extending outwards. It was a symbol of the future that lay ahead for the University.

The gymnasium, a central feature of the building, was used by the students as a place to gather and celebrate their accomplishments. It was a source of pride for the University and its students.

The library, another important part of the building, was a source of knowledge and inspiration for the students. It was a place where they could come to learn and grow.

The Kentucky Building was a symbol of the future that lay ahead for the University. It was a place where students could come to learn and grow, and where the community could come together to celebrate its accomplishments.

Potter College Thirty and Twenty Years Ago

In the early years of the 20th century, Potter College was a beacon of hope for the students who attended it. It was a place where they could come to learn and grow, and where they could find a sense of belonging.

As the years went by, the college grew and expanded, with new buildings and programs being added. It was a place where students could come to learn and grow, and where the community could come together to celebrate its accomplishments.

The Kentucky Building

In the years following the founding of the Kentucky Association, the building continued to be a symbol of the future that lay ahead for the University. It was a place where students could come to learn and grow, and where the community could come together to celebrate its accomplishments.
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SPRING STYLES FOR UNIVERSITY MEN

With the coming spring, and the warmer weather, it is time for the men to update their wardrobes. The spring collections offer a variety of styles that will keep you looking sharp and stylish.

MRS. T. C. CHERRY
JUDGE CONTESTS AT MURRAY, KENTUCKY

MRS. T. C. Cherry was in Murray, Kentucky, recently, as a judge in the high school decathlon contest.

SPRING SHOPPING WITH THE C.O.O.S.

PROF. W. J. EDENS
AT AGRICULTURAL MEET IN MARCH

Western Teacher Attends Conference in Denver

Professor W. J. Edens of the Agricultural Department attended the Twelfth Annual Conference of the American Society of Agricultural Teachers, which met in Denver, Colorado, on March 15-18.

R-U-READY
For K. E. A. ?

USE
Better Best Bread
Makes A Nice Tender Toast
Better Bread Co.

Bozeman to
Fountains Square Bakery

Elgin
Legionaire
Strap
Watches $19 to $25
Other
Elgins as
Cheap as
$12.50

MORRIS & FOX
"Reasonable Prices for Reliable Jewelry"

For Mother's Day
Remember Mother
With a box of Morris Candy on
MOTHERS DAY, SUN., MAY 12
We have Morris Candy in specially wrapped Mother's Day packages. Ready to deliver or mail.

M.P.S. Drug Co.
SHIRT SALE!

White New Dyed Collar Attached

$0.90 Single Shirts, 3 for $2.50

$2.50 Costumes, 3 for $5.00

DAVE RABOLD & SON

Hollingworth & Young Hardware Co.

On The Square

"GENERAL HARDWARE"

Davis Clothes

Your Clothes

All be made to your individual measure from cloth selected by you in a variety of silks, velvets, batiste, chintz, and cottons. If you will give me a ring, I shall select a style of dress suit with 100% assurance of satisfaction. Also, I make the Davis satin, you can get it at the casual price of $1.95 just for the asking. Your satisfaction is absolutely guaranteed.

Davis Cotton suiting have been making clothes for over 25 years we can do it.

Your order for
t Suits or Trousers

$49.50, 2 for $85.00

The Henry Watters

R. H. SCHANKER

1427 Center St.

We Cater To College Students

COME TO OUR STORE FOR THE NEWEST STYLES AND LOWEST PRICES!

SPECIAL GROUPS

Briggs & Aspley

HARDWARE CO.

Noteworthy Handicrafts

SPECIALTY GOOD S

BOLING GREEN, KY.

We offer exceptional coat values at this very low price. Coats of cashmere, cloth and wool felt in all colors of black and white.

We stock
college girls'

Nunn-Bush Shoes

TULLE/COLEGUE MEN

At a Low Price

We have reduced the price of these famous shoes to $2.50 per pair, 1. H. Nunn-Yari combination, and imported Russian, safrin, black rain, black and tan.

Suits

We also cater to college boys.

"The Busy Store"

J. L. Durbin & Co.

292 College Street

BASEBALL WANTS YOUR SUPPORT

Whether it's a LOVE GAME or DEUCE

it's a great game!

Programs

$1.00 to $1.50

Shirts

$1.50 to $2.00

Sweat Suits

$2.00 to $2.50

$1.00 Restoring Service

Get Our Prices First

Warren County Hdw. Co.

"Sportsman's Headquarters"

BOWLING GREEN Ky.
Resignations

Ten members of the Morehead Teachers College were dismissed, six were given leave of absence without re-employment, and the remaining six were placed on the permanent staff. The resignations were accepted by the board of regents of the college at a recent meeting.

Survey Board praised

The survey board praised the Morehead Teachers College and its teachers.

CLASSICAL CLUB

The F. C. G. Classical Club met in the office of the Kentucky Building. It is an organization of students interested in literature and culture. The club's functions include discussions,朗读, and the presentation of plays.

JOKES

An evening of jokes was held to raise funds for the college.

A Christmas Present

The story of a Christmas present given to a child.

O Kentucky!

Franklin D. Roosevelt, the President, spoke at the University of Kentucky.

Western Defeats Eastern Here in Season's Opener

Lads from Richmond take 16 to 2 Beating at Hands of Locals

Futbol

A game of futbol played at the University of Kentucky.

Mid-Spring Term at Western Gets Under Way Early

The mid-spring term at the Western Teacher's College starts early.

Barbering

A advertisement for a barber shop.

Patronize the merchants who advertise in the College Heights Herald.

THE STUDENTS PRESSING CLUB

The students' pressing club at the college.

Clean Up Pressing Altering Sewing

A advertisement for cleaning and pressing services.

STUDENTS INN

A advertisement for a sleeping camp.

Ain't It a G-r-rand and Glorious Feelin'!

A advertisement for a music store.

CALLIS DRUG CO.

A advertisement for a drug store.

To Your Mother

A call to action to send a photograph on Mother's Day.

Franklin's Studio

A advertisement for a photography studio.

Spring is Here

A call to action to go outside and enjoy the weather.

One Day Developing Service

A call to action to develop photos.

Western Kentucky Herald

A call to action to read the Western Kentucky Herald.

The Path of Satisfaction Leads to Our Door

A call to action to visit the barber shop.

The Path of Satisfaction Leads to Our Door

Patronize the merchants who advertise in the College Heights Herald.

THE STUDENTS PRESSING CLUB

A call to action to support the students' pressing club.

A Special Sale

A call to action to buy dresses on sale.

Dresses

A advertisement for dresses.

A Special Sale

A call to action to visit Nell O'Bryan.

A Special Sale

A call to action to visit Nell O'Bryan.

THE STUDENTS PRESSING CLUB

A call to action to visit the students' pressing club.

A Special Sale

A call to action to visit Mayhew's Garage.
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A call to action to visit TOY'S BARBER SHOP.
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J.C. PENNEY CO.
411-413 College Street
Bowling Green, Ky.

MEN!
The Values You Want with the Service You Expect

Favored Model

And Young Men's Suits

$14.75

Stiepover Suits for Men

All wool. Is, in season. No season value

$2.98

Men's Caps

One-Piece Style

$1.98

Men's Socks

$1.25

Pajamas

For Men

$1.98

Night Shirts

For Men

$1.49

Shoe Repairers

In Town

SHINE PARLOR
Jonas & Phillips
1043 State Street

SMART SPRING SUITS

Specially Tailored for COLLEGE MEN!

We are featuring thisohen the two appendix groups in Suits for College Men... Smartly Tailored in Spayy Patterns. You'll agree when you see these suits that they're to take notice. Prices at

$22.50 and $28.50

Others Priced Up To 500

Special attention is given College Men at this store—See our line of Spring Furnishings—It's new, we have it.

ENACK & NAHM

UNIVERSITY AVENUE

412-414 Main St.

STUDENTS!

When Your Shoes Need Fixin'—Bring Them to

Beal Shoe Fixery's

"Quality Work and Quick Service"

Popular Prices

Four Red Front Shops

MARTIN'S—Bowling Green's Style Headquarters

It has become a recognized fact among the better dressers of Bowling Green, that we are style leaders... ever showing the latest details of fashion.

See the new fashion trends in Spring Dresses, Coats, Ensembles, Wash Dresses, etc., at our store.

"If You Buy It At Martin's, It's Good"